
Anything Before Construction 
Is Customisable. Anything After 
Construction Is CONFIGURABLE, 
With CyberChill



Experience the power of adaptability with CyberChill Refrigeration – where we don’t just cool; we 
empower you to set the rules. Since introducing our pioneering E1 unit in 2008, we have been on a 
mission to make configurable refrigeration truly yours. Welcome to a new era in refrigeration, an era 
where our innovative E3 designs redefine the meaning of configurability.

Your Refrigeration, Your Rules!
The Most CONFIGURABLE Units 
Since 2008. 

E1 E2

2008 2014

Constantly evolving to meet 
the ever-evolving demands 
with our customisable and 

CONFIGURABLE possibilities.

Click or scan 
to watch our 

evolution video

NOW – E3

https://youtu.be/nwDXQBBhp9g


In the dynamic world of refrigeration, change is constant. Chefs change, menus evolve, layouts shift 
and CyberChill is your solution. Our units aren’t just refrigerators; they’re transformers ready to adapt 
to your changing needs. Customisation isn’t a one-time affair; it’s an ongoing journey.

Your 
Rules, 
Your 
Way

Click or scan 
to watch our 

possibilities video

https://youtu.be/Vq8bds8tG5A


Configure between doors 
and drawers.1. 

Configure left or right-hand 
doors or revel in the 
convenience of 2 or 3 drawers.

2. 

Unleash the Possibilities
CyberChill puts the ‘custom’ in customer. With us, you can:



Configure air-blown or 
solid worktop. 

Configure glass doors or 
solid doors.

3. 

4. 
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Maximise your footprint with 
left or right-hand service*
*Possible at the time of manufacture

Also suitable for plinth mount.

Configure your height 
and movement.

5. 

6. 
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Configure your locks.

Configure between 
fridge or freezer.

Interchangeable

7. 

8. 
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Worried about modifications? Don’t be. 
CyberChill’s experts can swap configurations 
on-site at your venue. It’s refrigeration that 
moves with you, evolving as you do.

On-Site Swaps, 
No Hassle

It’s time to ask yourself how configurable your 
potential new unit is once manufactured and 
installed. Why be stuck with a static refrigeration 
setup that can’t be modified long-term? Join 
the CyberChill Swap Revolution, break free from 
the limitations of traditional units, and embrace 
refrigeration that moves to your rhythm. That’s 
actual configurability!

Join The Swap 
Revolution



Join The CyberChill  
Swap Revolution

Call 1300 072 000 or email  
info@cyberchill.com.au to place an order.
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